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FOR SALE

12 Belize Boutique gift shop 
Price:  USD 75,000

Location:  Belize District

MLS Number: 12Belize4/19DD

Discover the vibrant spirit of Belizean craftsmanship at 12Belize, an
esteemed boutique gift shop nestled in the heart of San Pedro. With
a legacy spanning 12 fruitful years, this beloved establishment
presents a rare opportunity for aspiring entrepreneurs.This turnkey
opportunity comes with a promise of full-time revenue within part-
time hours, a testament to its profitability and potential for growth.
The sale includes the entire inventory, established social media
accounts, and a functional website. Moreover, the current owner is
committed to facilitating a seamless transition by providing training
and sharing valuable vendor connections.Embracing a mantra of
ethical commerce, 12Belize has thrived, offering a delightful array of
handcrafted treasures sourced exclusively from Belize. From
enchanting housewares to indulgent bath and body essentials, from
versatile bags to aromatic candles, exotic spices, and flavorful
sauces, along with captivating books and more—all proudly Made In
Belize.This charming boutique not only graces the pages of
prominent travel guides but also enjoys a robust online presence,
thanks to its well-crafted e-commerce platform and active
engagement on social media platforms like Facebook and
Instagram.What sets 12Belize apart is not just its carefully curated
inventory but also its role as a community hub. A haven for loyal
patrons and tourists alike, it serves as a gathering place where
friendships blossom over shared admiration for local artisans and a
commitment to supporting Belizean businesses.Seize the chance to
own a thriving enterprise that celebrates Belize's rich cultural
heritage and entrepreneurial spirit. Explore the possibilities at
12Belize—a treasure trove where passion meets prosperity.This
establishment exclusively operates as a business; there is no real
estate property available for sale. Storefront is leased.
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